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Go For Broke Instructions
During World War II, Japanese Americans were
forcefully placed in "relocation" camps. Despite that,
these Nesei (first generation Japanese born outside of
Japan) warriors explain why they were eager to defend
their American homeland, and how they became the
most decorated fighting unit ever assembled in U.S.
military history.
Are your debts breaking your back and your bank
account? This step-by-step book walks you through
bankruptcy from start to finish and gives you everything
you need to know to make a clean start and not lose
your shirt - and maybe not your house, either. The author
speaks from experience.
This memoir of a veteran NASA flight director tells
riveting stories from the early days of the Mercury
program through Apollo 11 (the moon landing) and
Apollo 13, for both of which Kranz was flight director.
Gene Kranz was present at the creation of America’s
manned space program and was a key player in it for
three decades. As a flight director in NASA’s Mission
Control, Kranz witnessed firsthand the making of history.
He participated in the space program from the early days
of the Mercury program to the last Apollo mission, and
beyond. He endured the disastrous first years when
rockets blew up and the United States seemed to fall
further behind the Soviet Union in the space race. He
helped to launch Alan Shepard and John Glenn, then
assumed the flight director’s role in the Gemini program,
which he guided to fruition. With his teammates, he
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accepted the challenge to carry out President John F.
Kennedy’s commitment to land a man on the Moon
before the end of the 1960s. Kranz recounts these
thrilling historic events and offers new information about
the famous flights. What appeared as nearly flawless
missions to the Moon were, in fact, a series of hairraising near misses. When the space technology failed,
as it sometimes did, the controllers’ only recourse was
to rely on their skills and those of their teammates. He
reveals behind-the-scenes details to demonstrate the
leadership, discipline, trust, and teamwork that made the
space program a success. A fascinating firsthand
account by a veteran mission controller of one of
America’s greatest achievements, Failure is Not an
Option reflects on what has happened to the space
program and offers his own bold suggestions about what
we ought to be doing in space now.
Basic, illustrated introduction to embroidery. Includes a
brief history of embroidery as a craft, a list of vital
supplies and tools, troubleshooting advice, and
instructions for basic embroidery stitches.
Silver Bells by Debbie Macomber In this classic story,
Debbie brings those Manning men and Manning sisters
home for a mistletoe marriage when a single dad finally
says "I do." The Perfect Holiday by Sherryl Woods Will
bachelor Trace Franklin become a groom-to-be by
Christmastime? He sure will…if Savannah Holiday's aunt
Mae has anything to do with it. Under the Christmas Tree
by Robyn Carr When the folks of Virgin River discover a
box of adorable puppies under the town's Christmas tree
they call on local vet Nathaniel Jensen for help. But it's
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his budding romance with Annie McCarty that really has
tongues—and tails—wagging!
This Festschrift volume, published in honor of Brian Randell
on the occasion of his 75th birthday, contains a total of 37
refereed contributions. Two biographical papers are followed
by the six invited papers that were presented at the
conference 'Dependable and Historic Computing: The
Randell Tales', held during April 7-8, 2011 at Newcastle
University, UK. The remaining contributions are authored by
former scientific colleagues of Brian Randell. The papers
focus on the core of Brian Randell’s work: the development
of computing science and the study of its history. Moreover,
his wider interests are reflected and so the collection
comprises papers on software engineering, storage
fragmentation, computer architecture, programming
languages and dependability. There is even a paper that
echoes Randell’s love of maps. After an early career with
English Electric and then with IBM in New York and
California, Brian Randell joined Newcastle University. His
main research has been on dependable computing in all its
forms, especially reliability, safety and security aspects, and
he has led several major European collaborative projects.
Court of Appeal Case(s): C010655 Number of Exhibits: 1
This book is a collection of essays by leading scholars of the
international history of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries that aims to explore the dynamics of the way in
which diplomacy was conducted before, during and after the
First World War. It is a history of the origins, nature and
conduct of the so-called ‘new diplomacy,’ a phrase often
used by historians of this period but not full understood. Other
key themes include changes in the way war as a diplomatic
tool was viewed in this period, primarily from the perspective
of the British and American governments. This book also
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contributes to the growing literature on how the Paris Peace
Conference and the peace treaties it produced were viewed
from outside as well as inside Europe.
In his English grandmother's apartment in Berlin's "Old West"
the writer heard Neville Chamberlain's voice coming through
the radio, telling the world," Peace in Our Time." Walking with
his cousin York along the fashionable "Tauentzienstrasse" the
morning after "Crystal Night," York kept him from picking up
some jewelry intending to put it back in a store's broken
display: "Don't you see the 'SA' men? You don't want to mess
with those guys." At the railroad station of the Olympic village
of Garmisch-Partenkirchen he was part of a contingent
welcoming Rudolf Hess, not long before Hitler's deputy flew
to Scotland. During the writer's stay in a boarding school, the
"Gauleiter" came to "visit." An upperclassman had pasted a
Hitler stamp on the wall, his idea for the recommended Hitler
portrait. He and his aunt Lindy were in a review theater on
Berlin's "Kurfuerstendamm," when a news bulletin came
through that an attempt had been made on the "Fuehrer's"
life. But to the author and his friends Lunceford and Basie
records were more important, and so was their poker club.
Most wars cannot be comprehended in isolation. The Second
World War is a prime example.The author goes back to the
First World War and its origins. His father, whose diplomatic
career began in 1914 in Japan and America, provided
essential information, particularly about Americas entry into
the war.The first war cast a very dark shadow across the
entire twentieth century and, it is beginning to look like it, the
time beyond. Among its immediate consequences was the
emergence of extremist parties, leading in Germany to the
Hitler government and the critical "Empowerment Law." Even
so, there were several opportunities of avoiding the worst,
and when the second war did brake out, it was as if it had
been preordained.
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Like his father who gambled on the cards, All-in (don't call
him Allan) gambled in life and, true to the name bequeathed
to him by his reckless father, jumped at every opportunity to
go for broke. Freed from the drudgery of his college
experience by a call to duty in the air force during the
Vietnam war in 1968, he set to work to make himself a
domestic version of the famous war correspondent Ernie
Pyle. Mentored by the publisher of the famous newspaper the
Territorial Enterprise,
MY UNEXPECTED JOURNEY [Beating the Odds to Become
a Walking Miracle] By Pastor G. Lee McClanathan Every
person deals with "unexpected journeys." They are never
welcome, they just show up. Such journeys can include the
following issues: health, finances, relationships, employment,
retirement, grief, church. Pastor Lee's unexpected journey
was a health issue (stroke, heart attack, seizures, autoimmune disorder). He was not expected to live, but did. It
meant loss of career, and the beginning of a "new normal." In
the process he developed a winning strategy. He says he had
to make some choices... "Would I GIVE UP or GROW UP?;
Be BITTER or BETTER?; Choose to be a WHINER or a
WINNER?" He believes that if he and most of the Bible
characters we meet in God's Word can beat the odds... then
we can do it too. Lee desires to be a "difference-maker,"
believing "God isn't finished with him yet." Friend, just as God
has a unique purpose and plan for Lee, He has a plan and
purpose for you! So with eyes wide open... trust God for your
"unexpected journeys." When you're down and out for the ten
count, He can RAISE YOU UP, because our God is an
AWESOME GOD! You too can find victory even while walking
in the valley of the shadow of death.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic,
PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every
issue is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and
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innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical
articles that enthusiasts crave.
When Japanese forces attacked Pearl Harbor on December
7, 1941, Americans reacted with revulsion and horror. In the
patriotic war fever that followed, thousands of
volunteers—including Japanese Americans—rushed to military
recruitment centers. Except for those in the Hawaii National
Guard, who made up the 100th Infantry Battalion, the U.S.
Army initially turned Japanese American prospects away.
Then, as a result of anti-Japanese fearmongering on the
West Coast, more than 100,000 Americans of Japanese
descent were sent to confinement in inland “relocation
centers.” Most were natural-born citizens, their only “crime”
their ethnicity. After the army eventually decided it would
admit the second-generation Japanese American (Nisei)
volunteers, it complemented the 100th Infantry Battalion by
creating the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. This mostly
Japanese American unit consisted of soldiers drafted before
Pearl Harbor, volunteers from Hawaii, and even recruits from
the relocation centers. In Going for Broke, historian James M.
McCaffrey traces these men’s experiences in World War II,
from training to some of the deadliest combat in Europe.
Weaving together the voices of numerous soldiers, McCaffrey
tells of the men’s frustrations and achievements on the U.S.
mainland and abroad. Training in Mississippi, the recruits
from Hawaii and the mainland have their first encounter with
southern-style black-white segregation. Once in action, they
helped push the Germans out of Italy and France. The 442nd
would go on to become one of the most highly decorated
units in the U.S. Army. McCaffrey’s account makes clear that
like other American soldiers in World War II, the Nisei relied
on their personal determination, social values, and training to
“go for broke”—to bet everything, even their lives. Ultimately,
their bravery and patriotism in the face of prejudice advanced
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racial harmony and opportunities for Japanese Americans
after the war.
IF YOU CAN READ YOU CAN SUCCESSFULLY PREPARE
AND SUBMIT A UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION, USING
THE METHODS DETAILED IN THIS COMPLETE BOOK,
WITHOUT HAVING TO GO TO THE EXPENSE, DELAYS
AND FRUSTRATIONS OF HIRING A PATENT ATTORNEY.
The teachings in this book actually were learned THE HARD
WAY, thru repeated patent submissions following a bad
experience using an expensive book by a patent attorney,
until the exacting patent office requiements were met. Here is
everything you need, presented in a reader-friendly, relaxed
and informal manner.
Go for BrokeThe Nisei Warriors of World War II who
Conquered Germany, Japan, and American BigotryAmerican
Legacy Media

Playing It Well, The Life and Times of Jack OLeary is
a book in two parts about a man who was born into
poverty who rose to become a successful Engineer,
an elected and appointed government official and a
much exhibited Photographic Artist. It starts with Part
One and his birth in 1932 and his early days on the
streets of New York, his misspent early years, and
his later service in the Navy during the Korean War,
after which he spent 35 years in the Aerospace
Industry, helping to put a man on the moon while
playing a key role in assuring the nations defense. It
tells the story of the tragic loss of a wife and son and
the subsequent remarriage and raising a family on
Long Island. Part one ends with his introduction to
New York politics when he is enlisted to seek the
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Conservative Party nomination to run for Governor of
the State of New York in 1966 leading to his
eventual elevation to the highest levels of party
leadership on Long Island in 1972. Part Two follows
Jacks adventures through the end of the twentieth
century to the early years of the twenty first.
Anatoly Smelyansky has constructed a portrait of the
writer Mikhail Bulgakov. Bulgakov is seen as a
pariah of Soviet Russia, fighting for his work and his
life in a society riven with fear of Stalin's tyranny.
Accompanying CD-ROM contains full text of the 38
papers included in the printed text and 138 other
declassified documents.
Wrongly convicted ex-con and recent parolee Jenny
Reynolds wants to forget her tarnished past and
focus on a brighter future. One that begins with a
return to the small tourist town where she grew up.
The restoration of her family’s once proud Rest
Easy Bed and Breakfast is the only thing on her
mind. Fleeing an ex who refuses to let her go, what
she doesn’t need to complicate her already
problematic life is another man. Enter handsome
handyman Brad, a man who seems to care as much
about restoring the B and B as she does. A man who
soon becomes ready, willing and able to steal her
heart. A man, as it turns out, with more than a few
secrets of his own. A dropout from law enforcement,
the real Brad Collins will use anyone and anything to
fulfill a personal vendetta. When two pasts collide
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and danger threatens, their budding love for each
other may be the first casualty.
George Armstrong Custer is famous for his fatal
defeat at the Little Bighorn in 1876, but Custer’s
baptism of fire came during the Civil War. After
graduating last in the West Point class of 1861,
Custer served from the First Battle of Bull Run (only
a month after graduation) through Appomattox,
where he witnessed the surrender. But Custer’s true
rise to prominence began at Gettysburg in 1863. On
the eve of the Battle of Gettysburg, only twenty-three
years old and barely two years removed from being
the goat of his West Point class, Custer received
promotion to brigadier general and command – his
first direct field command – of the Michigan Cavalry
Brigade, the “Wolverines.” Now that he held general
rank, Custer felt comfortable wearing the distinctive,
some said gaudy, uniform that helped skyrocket him
into fame and legend. However flashy he may have
been in style, Custer did not disappoint his superiors,
who promoted him in a search for more aggressive
cavalry officers. At approximately noon on July 3,
1863, Custer and his men heard enemy cannon fire:
Stuart’s signal to Lee that he was ready for action.
Thus began the melee that was East Cavalry Field at
Gettysburg. Much back and forth preceded Custer’s
career-defining action. An hour or two into the battle,
after many of his cavalrymen had been reduced to
hand-to-hand infantry-style fighting, Custer ordered a
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charge of one of his regiments and led it into action
himself, screaming one of the battle’s most famous
lines: “Come on, you Wolverines!” Around three
o’clock, Stuart mounted a final charge, which
mowed down Union cavalry – until it ran into
Custer’s Wolverines, who stood firm, with Custer
wielding a sword at their head, and broke the
Confederates’ last attack. In a book combining two
popular subjects, Tucker recounts the story of Custer
at Gettysburg with verve, shows how the Custer
legend was born on the fields of the war’s most
famous battle, and offers eye-opening new
perspectives on Gettysburg’s overlooked cavalry
battle.
Denny Martel, a young and promising public defender
assigned to Los Angeles Central Division Trials, is
making a name as an aggressive and unrelenting
advocate for his clients. These clients, who cannot afford
their own counsel, are assigned to him at random from a
mix of unfortunates charged with felonies. The PD office
is in the beginning stages of a huge expansion, thanks to
the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Gideon v.
Wainwright, and the U.S. is fully involved in the Vietnam
War. This confluence of circumstances produces an
influx of socially evolved and involved recent graduates
of top law schools into the public law offices. These
young Turks, not least among them Denny, take the
times and their cases to previously unknown levels of
scholarship and excellence. Denny, recently in felony
trials, discovers the power of not doing things the old
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way and yet respecting those and what has gone before
him. Combining humanism, scholarship, and fierce
independence, Denny attacks his cases, his women, and
his life with the same level of intensity. His interactions
with the judges and his supervisors who try to ride herd
on him are rife with conflict. An uncompromising moral
sense, coupled with a competitive nature and training,
means his cases are all handled with the same abandon
and skill. The inevitable clash of his way of living and
practicing law and the status quo make for a rollercoaster ride for those who share his experiences in
reading this book.
Ambrose Burnside, the Union general, was a major
player on the Civil War stage from the first clash at Bull
Run until the final summer of the war. He led a corps or
army during most of this time and played important roles
in various theaters of the war. But until now, he has been
remembered mostly for his distinctive side-whiskers that
gave us the term "sideburns" and as an incompetent
leader who threw away thousands of lives in the bloody
battle of Fredericksburg. In a biography focusing on the
Civil War years, William Marvel reveals a more capable
Burnside who managed to acquit himself creditably as a
man and a soldier. Along the Carolina coast in 1862,
Burnside won victories that catapulted him to fame. In
that same year, he commanded a corps at Antietam and
the Army of the Potomac at Fredericksburg. In East
Tennessee in the summer and fall of 1863, he captured
Knoxville, thereby fulfilling one of Lincoln's fondest
dreams. Back in Virginia during the spring and summer
of 1864, he once again led a corps at the battles of the
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Wilderness, Spotsylvania, Cold Harbor, and Petersburg.
But after the fiasco of the Crater he was denied another
assignment, and he resigned from the army the day that
Lincoln was assassinated. Marvel challenges the
traditional evaluation of Burnside as a nice man who
failed badly as a general. Marvel's extensive research
indicates that Burnside was often the scapegoat of his
superiors and his junior officers and that William B.
Franklin deserves a large share of the blame for the
Federal defeat at Fredericksburg. He suggests that
Burnside's Tennessee campaign of 1863 contained
much praiseworthy effort and shows during the Overland
campaign from the Wilderness to Petersburg, and at the
battle of the Crater, Burnside consistently suffered slights
from junior officers who were confident that they could
get away with almost any slur against "Old Burn."
Although Burnside's performance included an occasional
lapse, Marvel argues that he deserved far better
treatment than he has received from his peers and
subsequently from historians.
The story of the 1939 American K2 expedition is well
known among mountaineers: world-class German-born
climber Fritz Wiessner and Pasang Dawa Lama came
within 800 feet of attaining the world's second-highest
unclimbed summit before turning back for more supplies.
Rejoining them on the descent was Dudley Wolfe, who
had stayed not far below. Upon reaching the lower
camps, the party found them stripped of supplies and
deserted. Wiessner decided to descend further to
investigate, and left Wolfe behind -- alone. Later, unable
to descend solo, Wolfe had to be rescued; but the
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attempt failed, and Wolfe and Sherpas Pasang Kikuli,
Pasang Kitar, and Phinsoo died. Initially, Wiessner was
held responsible, but in time the blame shifted to climber
Jack Durrance and another Sherpa. The disaster was
considered one of the worst accidents in the climbing
history of the Himalaya. It was also the subject of much
speculation for years afterward. For some historians, the
speculation would not rest. There were too many missing
pieces, inconsistencies, and unanswered questions for a
disaster of this scale. Unfortunately, reliable
documentation was scarce. So was the cooperation of
the remaining expedition members, who did not want to
rekindle the controversy that arose from the expedition's
failure. They echoed the neutral statement issued by the
investigating committee of the American Alpine Club in
1940, which said, in effect, let sleeping dogs lie. When
Andrew J. Kauffman and William L. Putnam later began
work on Wiessner's biography, they found discrepancies
in the account of the K2 incident. Intrigued, they dug
deeper and began to uncover a larger tangle of events
than had been previously suspected. The recent
availability of Jack Durrance's own trip diary further
enabled them to unravel the events of the ill-fated
adventure on K2. K2: The 1939 Tragedy retraces the
expedition's key elements -- the debilitating weather, the
personalities and weaknesses of party members,
Wiessner's "romantic vision" uncharacteristic of the
climbing era --and reveals the steps that led toward
catastrophe. K2: The 1939 Tragedy attempts to balance
the accounts of this fifty-year-old saga.
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